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The projection-iteration method of solving an equation, say, Ax - Bx = f, 
where A and B are mappings of X into I’, f E Y, and ({X,}, {Qn}; {Y,}, {P,}) is 
a complete projection scheme,l consists of finding a sequence of approximate 
solutions {xn}, x, E X, , such that P,Ax, = P,,Bx,-, + fn , where fn E I’, 
is related to f E Y. This method combines the desirable features of (1) working 
in finite dimensional spaces (as in projection methods) and (2) making use of 
previously obtained approximate solutions (as in iteration methods). 
This method was first suggested by Martynjuk [7] (with his correction [S]) 
and independently by Gajewski and Langenbach [4]. Petryshyn [l l] supplied 
a different proof (prior to Martynjuk’s correction) and extended the class of 
operators to which the method was applicable. Gajewski and Kluge have 
given numerous related results and applications (e.g., [2, 3, 5, 61). All of 
the above results have been obtained for operators acting in Hilbert spaces. 
The setting investigated by Martynjuk and Petryshyn considers the equa- 
tion ,4x - Bx = f, with A densely defined linear invertible, B nonlinear, 
and D(A) Z D(B). 
The present paper deals with this setting and has three goals: 
(1) to remove the necessity of having the solution of Ax = f prior to 
the start of the method; 
(2) to give a projection-iteration method that is applicable to equations 
in Banach space; 
(3) to allow the operator A to be nonlinear in (2). 
1 
DEFINITION 1. A pair of Banach spaces X and Y are said to have a 
complete projection scheme ((X,}, {Qn}; {Y,}, {Pn}) provided that for every 
1 For precise definitions, see Section 1. 
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n E N, X, and I’, are finite dimensional subspaces of X and Is respectively, 
and 
dimX, = dim E’, < 00 
and Qn and P, are bounded linear projections of X onto X, and 1- onto I’, , 
respectively. Moreover, for every s E X and y E Y, Qnx ---) x and P,y +y 
( “+‘I means convergence in norm). 
THEOREM 1. Let X and IV be Banach spaces with a complete pro- 
jection scheme ({X,}, {QN}; -[Yn}, (P,}) and 11 P, // = 1, for n 3 1. Let 
A: D(rZ) C X- Y be a one-to-one, onto (nonlinear) mapping whose inverse 
mapping d-l is Lipschitz of constant L > 0, Xn C D(A) for n 3 1. Take 
O<q<l,f~E, anddeJine 
r q LlIfl1(1 -q)-1. 
Let B: D(B) C X+ Y be a mapping with D(B) I D(r2), and suppose that on 
the set B(0, r) n D(B), B is Lipschitz of constant M, with M < qL-l. Let 
B(0) = A(0) = 0, and asszme that 
(i) for n > 1, A, = P+4 lx,: Xn -+ I-, is one-to-one and onto, whose 
inverse mapping Ai1 is Lipschitz of constant L. 
(ii) for each x E D(,4), 
PJQ,x --f 9x as 71403. 
Then the sequence (w,].,~” of iterants, obtained from the scheme 
P,Aw, = P,Bw,-, + P,f, n 2 I, w. = *6qP,f, W) 
is contained in D(A) n B(0, r) (in fact, w, E X, n B(0, r)). 
Moreover, w, -+ x*, where x* E D(,4) is the unique solution in B(0, r) of 
Ax = Bs + f. (El) 
Proof. The proof is a variant of that of Petryshyn [I I]. 
First, show existence of a solution to (El). Since B(0, r) n D(A) is dense 
in B(0, r), B has an extension B to B(0, r) with the same Lipschitz constant M. 
Let Rx = A-l(Bx + f) for .T E B(0, r). If s, J E B(0, r), then 
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Hence R is a strict contraction, R: B(0, Y) + X. Now R(0) = A-lf implies 
/I R(O)11 < (1 - q) r, and R2(0) = R(R(0)) = A-l(B(A-lf) + f), which im- 
plies 
(I R(0) - R2(0)(( = jl A-'f - kl(B(A-lf) +f)II <L I/ BA-lfll 
<LA= llfll G 4(1 - 4) f-. 
By a variant of the Banach-Picard-Caccioppoli fixed point theorem the 
sequence {yn> determined by ?n = R”(y,-J, n >, I, and y0 = k’f converges 
to N* E B(0, r) such that 
.y* = Rx* I= -+l(~s* +f), 
which implies x* E D(A), and therefore 
24.x* = Bx* + j 
Second, show zcc, E B(0, r) n Xn, for n 3 1. Let xOn = ,4;'P,f, and 
note that 
II .GR II < (1 - 4) r, n 3 0. 
In addition note that wa = x0’ = =l;'P,f; hence eu, E X1 and 
lI%lI <(I -4)y. 
Proceeding by induction, 
P,.4wl = P,Bw, + Plf, or w1 = A;'(P,Bw, + P,f); 
11 w, - xoljl = (j -4;l(P,Bw, + Plf) - A;'P,fll <L . 1 . &I\ w0 II 
< 4 II w. il . 
so, 
II Wl II G II ,2*01 II + II Wl - xol II < (1 - Q) Pf + Q II wo II 
<(l-~)r+q(l-fj)r=(l-~s)r<r. 
Hence w1 E Xl and I/ wr II < (1 - q2) r. Assume now that W, E ri, and 
11 w, 11 < (1 - qn+l) Y. Show II w,+~ I/ G (1 - qn+2) Y and w,+~ E X,+, . 
or 
Pn,1-~wn+1 = P,,,Bwn + Pnd 
w n+1 = A,:~(P,+~BK + Pn+lf ). 
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Hence w,,, E X,,+r , and 
II %+1 II < II %I+1 - 4" II + II .on+l II G Q II ZL’n II + (1 - 4) y 
<q(l-qqnf')r+(I-q)r =(l -qq"f")r<r. 
Therefore for n > 1, w, E Xn n B(0, Y). 
Finally, show w, + x* as n+ co. 
x* - w, = .2’* - -~nl~n(~=Ll +f) 
+ pqP,(Bx* +.f) - K1p.n(Bx* +f)l, 
x* - w, = [*4;lP,(Bx* 'rf)- A,lp,(Bw,-l+f)] 
+ [x* - A,'P,(Bx* + f)]. 
The first term on the right-hand side of (E3) can be estimated 
(E3) 
j/ A,lP,px* +f) - A,lP,(Bw,_, +f)ll <L * 1 .11111 x* - w,-1 11 
< q II eL’,-1 - x* II * 
The second term in (E3) is dominated by 
II x* - A,‘Pn(B”~* +f)ll 
(E4) 
< )I s* - A,lPnAQ,x* I/ + jj A,lP,AQ,x* - A,‘P,(.4s*)IJ , 
since Ax* = Bx* +f. Noting that 
A;‘PnAQnx* = Q,x*, 
the projectional completeness of the Qn’s implies that the first term in (E4) 
tends to zero as n -+ co. The second term in (E4) is dominated by 
L II P,Ax* - P,,AQ,x* /j , which goes to zero as n+ co by the projectional 
completeness of the Pn’s and the consistency condition (ii). Therefore 
setting a, = 11 w, - x* 11 and b, = II x* - A;‘P,(Bx* +f)ll yields 
an G P&-l + b, , W 
with b, -+ 0 as n + + co. Since q < 1, the argument of Petryshyn [ 1 l] shows 
that a,, + 0, that is, w, --, x*, completing the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 1. This scheme may at first appear to require the computation of 
two sequences, {xOn},,i and {w~},+~ . However, this is not the case since the 
sequence {xOn},>l is only needed in the body of the proof. If it is known that 
the set A(lJ,,, X,) is dense in Y, the consistency condition (ii) may be 
removed provided that X, C X,,, for n > 1. 
LEMMA 1. If A:D(A)CX-+ Y, XnCXnfl, and 
(iii) Un>1 .4(X,,) ’ d 2s e-me in Y, then for every g E Y, there exists xj E Xj , 
j > I, such that 
Axj-+g as j+ co. 
Proof. Let g E I’. Since A((Jnhl X,) is dense in Y, then (without loss of 
generality) there exist {Q},~, with nk < n,,, and >fnk E X,r such that 
-4ynk -g as k+ co. 
Now for every j E N, since X, C X,,, , let 
This gives a sequence {.~~}~>i such that 
Xj E Xj and AXj -g. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B, X, Y, etc., be as in Theorem 1. If it is assumed that 
-%z LL &+, > then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold without the consistency con- 
dition (ii) provided that (iii) is satisfied. 
Proof. Notice that the consistency condition (ii) was used in Theorem 1 
only to show that the second term in (E4) 
Ij A;lPnAQ,,x* - A,‘P,,(Ax*)lj + 0 as n-+ co. 
This can be shown by choosingg = Ax* in the lemma. Indeed, for then there 
exist x, E X,, such that Ax, - Ax* = g as n + co. Since A-l is continuous, 
x,+x* as n -+ 00. Hence, 
// A,lP,AQ,,x* - A,‘P,Ax* 11 
< I/ A;lP,AQ,x* - A,lP,Ax, 11 + /I tZ,‘P,Ax, - A,lP,Ax* j/ 
G II QP* - x,~~+L~ij/Ax,-~Ax*~~. 
Both terms on the right-hand side go to zero as n + CO, proving the theorem. 
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It should be remarked that conditions (ii) and (iii) are either satisfied or 
unnecessary if it is the case that either N* is in U,+r X, or D(A) = U,+t X, 
or A is continuous. Theorems 1 and 2 are applicable, in particular, to (non- 
linear) mappings A that are of either of the strong monotone types explained 
below. 
Let S be a reflexive Banach space and IV = X”, the space of bounded 
linear functionals on X. Let X and IV q = X* have a complete projection 
scheme ({XJ, (Q.,J; (X,‘}, {Pll}), where /I Qn 11 = 1 and P, = Qn*: S* + S*, 
the adjoint of Qn , and X,’ = R(Qn*). Let A be defined A: D(4) C S + 9*, 
X, C D(rl), satisfying 
Then 
and --I,, E= Qn*-4: X,---f X,’ also has a Lipschitzian inverse of constant L, 
since for .T, y E X,, 
(Ax - Ay, x - y) = (Ax - Ay, Qn(x - y)) = (Qn*Ax - Qn*.4v, s ~- >n). 
so, 
(L&x - A,y,s -y) >L-q x -y )I* for.z,yEX,. 
In the case that A, is a continuous mapping for each n, -4, is one-to-one and 
onto; hence (i) is satisfied. Indeed, R(AJ is open by the Schauder invariance 
of domain theorem since A,, is one-to-one and continuous. Similarly R(A,) is 
closed since X, closed, Ai1 is Lipschitzian and ,4, is continuous. 
The following definition is needed for another choice of the operator &d. 
DEFINITION 2. Let CL: [0, co) + [0, cc) with p(t) a strictly increasing 
function of t, ~(0) = 0, and p(t) -+ cc as t + co. Define J,: X + 2x* to be 
the duality mapping with respect to p provided that /JO) = {0}, and for 
x z 0, 
J,(x) = {w E x”” I (w, 4 = II ZL’ IIII .%. II , 11 w II = 4 *I! II)>. 
It should be remarked that J,( 3c is nonempty for every x, and in case X* is ) . 
strictly convex, the set J,(x) consists of exactly one element of X*. In this 
case, write J,,: X - X*, that is, J, is a point-valued mapping and no longer 
considered a set-valued mapping. 
Let X = I’ be a reflexive Banach space with a strictly convex dual X”, 
and a complete projection scheme ({Xn}, {Qs), with j] Q)n 11 = 1 for every 
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n >, 1. Let A be a densely defined mapping, X, C D(iz), 4: D(A) C X 4 X 
satisfying 
&4x - Ay, ]& - y)) 2 L-1(x - ?‘, J,(x - y)) 
for x, y E D(_4), where J,, is a duality mapping. Then for s, y E D(A) 
where -4,, = Q,,A lx”. To see this it suffices to show that for x E X, , 
J,(z) == QR*JU(z). For then, if x, F E X, 
(ax - AT, J,(x - y)) = (,4x - &4-y, QnXJu(X - y)) 
= (d,.r - 8,y, j& - y)). 
Now to show J,(z) = Qn*JU(z), z E X, , 
Hence /I J&4 < II Qn*J&)ll > and since II Q,,* 11 = I/Q, /( = 1, then 
II J&) = II On*J,,(z)li . Therefore 
and by the strict convexity of X*, Qn*JU(z) = JUT,(z). Once again, if A, is 
continuous for every II > 1, then ‘4, is onto and (i) is satisfied. 
2 
The theorems of Martynjuk and Petryshyn are not corollaries of either 
Theorem 1 or 2. In order to eliminate under their conditions, the a priori 
necessity to have x0 = A-lf available, additional theorems are needed. The 
proofs of the following theorems consists essentially of the arguments of 
the corresponding theorems of Petryshyn, varied as in Theorem 1 of this 
paper, and hence will be omitted. 
A brief description of the setting will be given. The details can be found 
in [IO, 1 I], which extends the work of Friedrichs [I]. 
Let T be a K-positive definite, K-symmetric linear mapping defined on a 
dense linear set D(T) in a real Hilbert space H with inner product (x, -JJ) and 
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norm 11 x 11 = (x, x)li2, where K is a closeable linear operator, D(K) I D(T), 
and K(D(T)) is dense in H. That is, for x, y E D(T) these conditions hold: 
(TX, KY) = Wx, TY), 
(TX, K4 2 01 IIx II’, (TX, K-4 B > II I& l12. 
On the set D(T), [u, V] = (Tu, Kv) and 1 u 1 = [u, u]lj2 give rise to a new 
inner product and new norm, respectively. The completion H,, of D(T) 
in this new norm can be regarded as a subset of H. With the aid of this new 
norm, K can be extended to a bounded linear mapping K,,: Ho -+ H and T 
can be extended to a unique one-to-one onto mapping T, , To: D(T,) --f H, 
where 
D(T) C D( T,,) C H,, . 
The preceding inequalities actually hold for all .v E D( T,,) in the form 
I x I2 2 01 IIx II29 I x I2 B 3 II K,JC II*. 
Let r-l be a densely defined linear (unbounded) mapping such that 
D(A) = D(T), 
(Ax, Kx) 3 ~(Tx, Kx) 
W, K.)l12 < ~4% K4 (TY, KY) 
for x E D(T), 
for x, y E D(T). 
Such a mapping A is called non-K-positive definite and d has a one-to-one 
onto extension A,: D(A,) + H, with D(A,) C H,, , and d, has a bounded 
inverse defined on H. To simplify notation, the subscripts on A, , To , and 
K,, will be omitted, and the extensions are assumed to have been made. 
Let {4)i,izI CD(A) be a linearly independent sequence that is complete in 
Ho. Let, for each n, 
H,,O = span{A ,4* ,... , A> 
be the finite dimensional subspace of Ho indicated. The sequence (K&ji>, 
is a set that is complete in H since K is continuous from Ho to H and K(D( T)) 
is dense in H. For n > 1, let Qn be the orthogonal projection of Ho onto H,,O, 
and let P, be the orthogonal projection of H onto H, = KH,O. For every 
x~Ho,Q,x-+xasn+a,andforeveryu~H,P,u+uasn+cc. 
As in Section 1, the equation 
Ax=Bx+f, fFH, (El) 
is being investigated by the projection-iteration method, where B is a closed 
(nonlinear) mapping B: D(B) C H + H, with B(0) = 0 and D(A) C D(B). 
A,, = P,A: H,O --f H, and B, = P,B: H,O+ H, 
and note that 
II A,’ II < T-?~‘~, n 3 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a non-K-positiwe definite mapping on D(A) C H, 
as above. Let B be a closed (nonlinear) mapping defined on D(B) C H, 
D(A) C D(B), with B: D(B) ---f H, and B(0) = 0. Suppose for some q, 
0 < q < 1, B satisfies 
(iv) /I Bx - By I/ < q+-1/2 ( x - y 1 , for x, y E B(0, Y) n D(A), where 
Y = q-1(1 - q)-‘/3”“llfi/ and B(0, Y) = {u E Ho ( / u 1 < Y). 
Let {&J, {H,O}, {Qn}, {H,}, and {P,} be as above. Then the sequence {w,),>~, 
where w. = A;‘P,f and w, E H,,O n B(0, r) for n 3 1, is determined by the 
projection-iteration scheme 
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B is said to be a closed mapping provided that if x, E D(B) and x, -+ x and 
B(x,) --+y as n -+ CO, then x E D(B) and B(x) = y. Define for n > 1 
P,Aw, = P,Bw,-, + P,f, n > 1. WV 
Moreover, w, -+ x* in Ho, where x* E D(A) is the unique solution in B(0, Y) 
of 
Ax = Bx +f. (El) 
Petryshyn [l l] had considered the projection-iteration scheme 
P,Aw, = P,,Bw,-, + P,AQ,xo , n 3 1, (E7) 
with w. = Q1xo , where x0 was the solution to the equation Ax = f. Hence 
prior to solving the scheme (E7), A-lf must be computed, which, in general, 
would require the solution of some approximating scheme, and thereby the 
solution x* of (El) would be obtained as a result of a double limiting process. 
In order to use scheme (E2) instead of (E7), the only change in the hypothesis 
is that condition (iv) must be known to hold on the ball of radius 
Y = ~-1/W2(1 - q)-1 II f /I 
instead of the ball of radius 
Yl =(I 
where r >, yl , since 
I A-lfl 
40915 312-4 
- q)-1 / zz-‘f 1 , 
G P2T1 Ilf II . 
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The next theorem relaxes the condition that APB is essentially a strict 
contraction by relaxing the conditions on B and just assuming some mild 
differentiability conditions on the operator B. 
Let -4, K, T, {HnO}, {Qn}, {H,}, and {P,,} be as before. Instead of Eq. (El), 
consider the equation 
,4x= -Bx+f, fEH. 
Solving (El’) is equivalent to solving 
(El’) 
4(4 = M-4 +f, fe H, (El“) 
where p is a real parameter, -4, = A + pT, and B, = pT - B. Assuming 
that p > -7, the operator A, is non-K-positive definite with 77 replaced by 
rlU _I 7 + p > 0, and y replaced by yU = y + 1 p j . Hence A, has an onto 
extension (A,),: D((AJO) C Ho -+ H, which will be denoted by -4, sup- 
pressing the subscript. 
Let D[A] denote the set D(A) considered as a subspace of Ho, and let 
B: D(B) !Z H + H be a (nonlinear) mapping with D(A) C D(B) and B(0) = 0. 
Assume that there exists c E (0, a] such that B, considered as a mapping 
from D[.4] into H has a Gateaux differential B’(x) h at each x E B(0, c) n D[A] 
and each lz E D[A] such that B’(r) h is linear and bounded in h, that is, for 
x E B(0, c) n D[A] and h E D[A], 
l,s //(l/t) {B(x + th) - B(x)) - B’(x) h /I = 0, 
and B’(x) is a bounded linear mapping from D[A] into H. Furthermore, 
assume that there esist m and ill with --co < m < M < cc such that 
m 1 h I2 < (B’(x) h, h) < M [ h I2 
for x E B(0, c) n D[A] and h E D[14]. For 71 > 1, define 
A,, = PJ, IH,o = P&l + pT) IH,o 
and 
B, = P,B, IH,o = P&T - B) IH,u . 
Suppose that m + 7 > 0 and M ~ 7 < &, then the operators 
and 
A,;tB,,: B(0, C) n Hno + H,n, n > 1, 
A;‘B,: B(0, C) n D[A] + Ho 
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are strict contractions with the same Lipschitzian constant 
d-4 - (maxt I fig - P I , I m - P II) (q + CL)-l < 1. 
Since B(0, c) n D[A] is dense in the ball B(0, c) n He,, then the mapping 
il;‘B, can be trivially extended to a strict contraction VU defined on 
B(0, c) n H,, with the contractive constant Q(P). 
THEOREM 4. Under the above conditions, Eq. (El”) has a (possibly gene- 
ralized) solution x*, that is, 
x * = qJx*> + A;lf 
provided that c >, r2 , where 
r2 = (?1 + PY (1 - q(cc))-l P2 II f II - 
Moreover, this solution is obtainable as the strong limit in H, of the sequence 
h3 &cl 9 where w,, = A;:P,f, and w, E B(0, c) n H,O isgiven by theprojection- 
iteration scheme 
Pw4,w, = Pn%w,-1 + Pnf, n>l W’) 
provided that for x E B(0, c), 
(v) A;iBU,Q,-lx-t VUx in H,, . 
The solution x* is in B(0, rg) n H,, and is the unique solution of (El”) in 
B(0, C) n H,, . 
The condition (v) is needed since a condition similar to (iv) was not 
verifiable on the ball B(0, r2). Petryshyn [l l] discusses several cases when 
either (v) is verified or unneeded since (iv) is verified. It should be mentioned 
that in the case that x* E D(B), then in fact x* E D(A) and (El”) are satisfied. 
In this theorem the scheme (E2’) replaces the scheme 
A,nwn =%zw,-, + PJ,Q,(A;lf), n>, 1, F7’) 
with ZL’S = Q,(A;‘f), considered by Petryshyn [ll, Theorem 91. As with 
Theorem 3, this change of schemes removes the necessity of calculating the 
element x0 = A,lf. 
In a more recent paper, hIartynjuk [9] g ives error estimates for a slightly 
different projection-iteration scheme in a similar setting, except that both 
,4 and B are linear operators. His scheme requires that m, = A-If be known 
prior to computing. Error estimates with either A or B (or both) nonlinear 
and without knowing x,, = A-lf before beginning the computation would be 
desirable and useful. 
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